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ACROSS
Act as sentry is recognised clutching sawn-
off gun? (5,5)

1

Smooth person who's considered an expert 
(4)

6

Archaeological site manages with one 
stationed internally (5)

9

File by accepting goof's rude outburst (9)10
Criminal family member is involved in 
"creative" work (8)

12

Soft, intertwined tails? (6)13
Part of a play viewed by audience (5)15
Agent before broadcast is put right (8)16
Distributed agreement, with a section 
missing, is calling for immediate action (8)

18

Club's last member, in possession of iron, 
contrived a birdie (5)

20

Blocks shaped in stone turned up east of pass 
(6)

23

Leader of conservatives wasn't upset about 
party crushed (4,4)

24

Cleaner carrying a rod transformed high-level 
meeting area (9)

26

Sculptured artwork of important people 
breaks (5)

27

Bird that's flightless and tailless, heard in 
various places (4)

28

The match arranged by an enforcer (7,3)29

DOWN
So a grass at sea is...? (8)1
A paper under consideration (2,5)2
Inert gas, affected by temperature inside, 
dwindled and decayed (13)

3

Open a French wine holding function (10)4
Chance is taken within the confines of 
racetrack? (4)

5

Wet weather in country bordered by East 
European republic (7)

7

Yttrium detected in expensive power station's 
discharge (3,3)

8

Expert, starting with a drill bit, fixed pool 
equipment (8,5)

11

Operation conducted by hospital reduced the 
false claim relating to the eye (10)

14

Together one sister and I sat with child (2,6)17
Powerbroker may cut off corrupt agent (7)19
Mature group of people upset about money 
not recovered (7)

21

Flexible military transporter (6)22
Turf laid next to a compound (4)25


